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We study the supremum of ‘the’ standard isonormal linear process L on a subset % of a real Hilbert 
space H. Upper and lower bounds on the probability that SUP,~,~ Lx > A, A large, are found. 
We treat a number of examples. These include the distribution of the maximum of certain ‘locally 
stationary’ processes on Iw’, as well as those of the rectangle indexed, pinned Brownian sheet in Iw” and 
the half-plane indexed pinned sheet in Iw’. We also consider Brownian motion indexed by convex sets 
in [0, 11’. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X(t), t E T} be a zero-mean separable Gaussian process with a completely 
arbitrary parameter space T. A great deal of work has been done to study the 
question whether SU~,,~~X( )I t <co a.s., and, if yes, to determine the asymptotic 
behavior of P(sup X(t)> A), A large. It has been established that, roughly 
speaking, the above probability follows closely P(X* > A), where a2:= Var Xc = 
sup,,,(Var X(t)). To be precise, for any F > 0 there is a k = k(g) <cc such that for 
any A>O, 
> 
s k em(‘-F’h”2r2 (1.1) 
(Fernique 1970, 1975; Landau and Shepp, 1971; Marcus and Shepp, 1971). What 
this shows is that, asymptotically, P(sup ,,,X(t)>A) and P(X*>A) are, indeed, 
very similar. The ‘correction’ is ‘just’ eFA- ‘, any E > 0. (Note that we are not, actually, 
assuming that there exists a t* E T such that Var X( t”) = sup,,,(Var X( t)).) It turned 
out (Borell, 1975) that this correction can still be reduced without any loss of 
generality. Let p := E sup ,tTX(t) (obviously, (1.1) shows that p exists if {X(t), 
t E T} is a.s. bounded). Then for any A > 0, 
supIX(t)-pl>A G2e-h2’2”2. 
IET > 
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We will refer to this bound as Borell’s inequality, although it is slightly different 
from the original version due to Bore11 (1975). See Pisier (1986) for a beautiful short 
proof. It follows that for any A > EL, 
(1.3) 
which also will be referred to as Borell’s inequality. 
Remark 1.1. An immediate consequence of (1.1) and (1.3) is that it is only those 
variables of the process whose variance is near the maximal that determine the 
asymptotic behaviour of P{suptE, X(t) > A}. For if T = S, u S2, such that 
SUP~,~, EX2(t) = a:< m*, then choosing in (1.1) E small enough we get 
while 
1 
= o(A-’ emh2’2u2) 
1 
=O(A-‘e-‘2’2u2). 
Even though the bounds (1.1) and (1.3) are the best possible in general, for many 
particular Gaussian processes (or classes of Gaussian processes), the ‘correcting’ 
terms eeA2 ’m (1.1) and e*p’u2 ’ m (1.3) are way too big and much effort has been put 
into tightening these bounds in specific cases. Of a special interest have been results 
concerning Gaussian processes with parameter space T being (a subset of) R”, n > 1 
(such processes are routinely referred to as Gaussian fields). Goodman (1976) first 
obtained good bounds for the distribution of the maxima of the regular Brownian 
and the pinned Brownian sheets in R2 with covariance functions defined in terms 
of Lebesgue measure (see Section 6 for definitions). Adler and Brown (1986) 
extended these results to higher dimensions as well as dropping the restriction to 
Lebesgue measure. Adler (1984) gives bounds for the case of a two-parameter version 
of Slepian’s triangular covariance process. 
More recently Talagrand (1988) and Dobric et al. (1989) have developed tight 
asymptotic bounds on P{sup,, r 1X( f)l > A} un er certain assumptions on the points d 
t” E T such that Var X( t*) = sup,,r Var X(t), and on the modulus of continuity of 
the process near these points. 
In this paper we obtain both upper and lower asymptotic bounds on 
P{sup,,r IX(t)1 > A}, using metric entropy techniques, in a variety of different 
situations. Our results clearly demonstrate the connection between metric entropy 
and the ‘right correction’ to replace the eph2 term in (1.1) or the eA@‘02 term in (1.3). 
These results extend Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987). See also Weber (1980) for 
related results under more restrictive assumptions. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Several bounds for the tail of Gaussian 
distribution functions are presented in Section 2. Isonormal Gaussian process and 
various entropy notions are introduced in Section 3. There we also present a general 
inequality which forms the basis for the upper bounds proven in Section 4 which 
deal with the polynomial entropy case. The lower bounds results for this case are 
also proven in Section 4. Section 5 contains upper and lower bounds results for the 
exponential entropy case, and examples are presented in Section 6. 
2. Inequalities for the tail of Gaussian distribution functions 
The lemmas of this sections will be used extensively in the proof of the main results 
of the paper - the theorems of Section 4 and Section 5. The first result is well 
known (e.g. Feller, 1968). 
Lemma 2.1. Let X - N(0, 1). Then for any A > 0, 
-&(A~‘-A~3)exp{-fA’}~P(X>A)~-&A~1exp{-fAz}. 0 
?I Tr 
In the two-dimensional case there are a number of estimates of this kind (see, 
for example, Qualls (1977), Sen and Wichura (1984)). We shall use the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (X, , X2) be bivariate normal with zero means and covariance matrix 
(b T), and take A,, A2 > 0. 
(a) Ifp<O, then 
fYX,>A,,X,>A,) 
(b) Ifp>O andp<A,/A,<l/p then 
P(X,>A,,X,>A,) s&A;’ exp{-(A:--2pA,AZ+A~)/2(1 -p’)}. 
Proof. (a) For p = 0 the result is true by Lemma 2.1. Suppose, therefore, that p < 0. 
By the properties of the bivariate Gaussian distribution, the conditional distribution 
of X2 given X, = x is normal with expectation px and variance 1 - p2. Consequently, 
-(Y-PX)2/2(1-P2) dy (2.1) 
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Denoting the inner integral by I and putting z = (y - px)/( 1 -p*)“* we get by 
Lemma 2.1, 
Consequently, from (2.1) we obtain 
P{X,>Al,XZ’~Zl 
dx (2.2) 
In the last integral set f = (x -ph,)/(l - p*)"* and note that for any A > 0, (Y > 0 
we have, by Lemma 2.1, 
(2.3) 
Then (2.2) and (2.3) together give the desired result after some straightforward 
algebra. 
(b) For any a > 0, 
P(X,>A,,X2>A2)~P(aX,+XX2>uA,+A,). 
Noting that ax, + X2- N(0, u’+Zup + 1) one gets by lemma 2.1, 
P(X,>A,,X,>Az) 
1 Ju2+2up+1 
7zr uA,+A, 
Set 
AI-PAZ 
a:=->> 
A,-P~I ’ 
Then (2.4) yields 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Noting that (A: - 2pAl A2+ A:)/( 1 - p’) 3 A: we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 0 
3. The isonormal process and the improved basic inequality 
Let H be a real, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. A linear map L from H into 
real Gaussian variables with ELx = 0, ELxLy = (x, y) for all x, y E H is called the 
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isonormal Gaussian process on H (here (. , . ) is the inner product in H). We are 
going to study the isonormal Gaussian process and then relate particular processes 
to it. In Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987) this approach was adopted for the study 
of suprema of Gaussian processes, and a number of examples, akin to those of our 
Section 6, were studied. It is important to note that this general (i.e. Hilbert space) 
approach is in no sense crucial for an argument. It is used mainly to simplify the 
notation. 
We shall require the notion of metric entropy. Let %’ be a subset of a metric space 
(S, d). Given E > 0, let N(‘%, E) = N,(E) be the minimal number of points x,, 
x2,..., x, from %’ such that for all y E % there is an xi such that d(xi, v) s E. We 
assume N finite for all F > 0. Set H,<>(e) := In N,c(e). Then H<:(E) is usually called 
the metric entropy of %, while 
is usually called the exponent of entropy of %. As all the results of this paper are 
stated in terms of N<<,(E) rather than H,(E), we shall also refer to Nc6(&), whenever 
this cannot cause confusion, as the metric entropy of %‘. It is known (Dudley, 1973) 
that if a( %‘) < 2, then L restricted to % possesses a version that is bounded with 
probability 1. In such a case % is called a GB (Gaussian boundedness) class. If 
CY( Ye) > 2 then there is no such a.s. bounded version and % is not a GB class. The 
boundary case (Y( %) = 2 includes both GB and non-GB sets. Whenever Nc ( F) can 
be bounded by a polynomial function of E-’ we say that the set Ce possesses 
polynomially increasing metric entropy. In that case m( %‘) = 0 and (e must be a GB 
class. On the other hand, (Y( Ce) > 0 implies that NI( E) is at least an exponentially 
increasing function of E-’ when F + 0. In this case we say that %? possesses exponen- 
tially increasing metric entropy. 
Not only can metric entropy tell us when a Gaussian processes is bounded, but 
it can give us a measure of boundedness of the process as well. More precisely, for 
some absolute constant K <CO, 
J 
cc 
E supLxaK HFG( e)“2 d& (3.1) 
.X t % 0 
(e.g. Talagrand, 1987). 
There is another notion closely related to the notion of metric entropy. Given 
E > 0, let M,(E) be the maximal number of points x1, x2, . . . , x, E %’ such that 
d(xi, x,) > F Vi #j. Then clearly, 
Ny,(E)s k&(F)< &(;a). (3.2) 
Consequently, bounds on either of N%(B) and M%(E) lead to bounds on the other, 
a fact that will be used later. 
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It was Dudley (1967, 1973) who first applied the notion of metric entropy to sets 
in a Hilbert space in order to study the sample path properties of Gaussian processes. 
Weber (1980) and Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987) used metric entropy to study 
the suprema of Gaussian processes. In this section we will derive a general inequality 
based on metric entropy to be used in the proofs of the next section. This inequality 
extends the ‘basic inequality’ of Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987). 
We start with some notation. For a given 6 > 0 set 
%; := {x E (e: \lxll> 6}, ce,:= {x E %: llXll< 6}, (3.3) 
where %? c H and I(.II is the H-induced norm. Define 
Nf,(S, E):= N(%Z, E), N,(6, &):=N(%e,, F). (3.4) 
Since % = %i u %‘, , it is obvious that N%(E) s Ni( 6, E) + Ne( 6, .s) for all S and F. 
Define also 
N,(S,, &, E):= N(%‘;,n %i2, E), 0~6,<6,, E>O. (3.5) 
It is shown in Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987) that these functions provide finer 
information than the ordinary metric entropy (especially for non-homogeneous 
processes for which 11 II x is not constant over %) and lead to sharper bounds for the 
distribution of sup,, u Lx. 
We say that a set % in a Hilbert space H satisfies Condition A if 
I IIXIII - IMI I:= M<oo 
. x ,s:r llxI-x2112 ,X>G w 
I 2 
Intuitively, this condition says that the set Se is not, locally, linear. In essence, it 
excludes the possibility of ‘too strong’ correlation between Lx, and Lx,, x1, x2 E %. 
We now commence setting up our general inequality for sets satisfying Condition 
A. In the following discussion we suppose that 
a:= inf /x(( > 0. 
xtV 
(3.6) 
We need this assumption to bound correlations between the values of the isonormal 
process on %‘. One can easily see that there is no real loss of generality involved in 
this assumption. Whenever Lx is bounded a.s. on %‘, any collection of points from 
% whose norms are bounded away from m= sup,,, ((x/J plays no role in the 
asymptotic behaviour of P(sup,,, Lx> A) (see Remark 1.1). 
Fix a positive sequence {Ed},“=, , E,+O asj+co. For every j=l, 2,... denote by 
Vj an ej-net for %, such that # %Zj = N,(E~). Then l_lFr gj is dense in 5%‘. All separable 
versions of L satisfy therefore 
(3.7) 
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for every A (recall that {Lx, x E %‘} is continuous in probability). Now we fix another 
positive sequence {hi};,. The following two relations are obvious. 
LX>h@f ; &,A, 
j=1 
k&l 
max Lx > A,a + ‘f’ &jAj (3.8) 
XE’CL ,=I 
max LX > A~(T + C EjAj 
j-l 
s max Lx > horn 
XC %, I 
k-2 k-l 
max LX S Ago+ C EjAj, max LX > how+ 1 EjAj . (3.9) 
j=1 xs%c j=l 
Then (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) imply that 
SUP LX > A~u + f E,Aj 
xtV j=l 
k-l 
max LxsA~cT+~~~E~A~,ITI~X Lx>A,c+ 1 EjAj . (3.10) 
XE’dk-, ,=I XE’GL ,=I 
To proceed further we introduce one more piece of notation. For any x E % denote 
by &(x) the point from %k that is closest to x. (In the case of ambiguity take one 
of the possible points arbitrarily.) Then [lx -&k(x) 11 =S &k for all x E %. For any k 3 2 
we have 
{ 
k-2 k-l 
P x~~k~, LxCA,V+ C EjAj,mG:f Lx>ho~+ C EjAl 
j=l ,=I 
,F%, pI 
k-1 
s Lx>A,a+ 2 E~A~,L.&,(X)~A~(T+ 1 E,A, 
,=I 
k-l 
s Lx> AOa+ c cjAj, Lx-L&,(x) > (3.11) 
j=1 
We bound the probabilities in the last sum by Lemma 2.2. We have 
corr(Lx, Lx-L$_I(x)) 
= E[Lx(Lx - L%-dx))I 
llxll * lb-$-I(X)II 
= Ilx-~k-l(x>l12+(llxl~ - ~~-;k-l(x)~l)(~lxll + llgk-l(x)ll) 
211xll llx-gk-l(x)ll 
~ iIx-~k-l(x)II ’ [“(llxll + Il-;k-l(x)ll)+ 11 
2llxll 
(3.12) 
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Here the first inequality follows from Condition A and the last inequality follows 
from (3.6). Let 
pk := max{corr(Lx, Lx - Uk_,(x)): x E YZk, &,(x) # x}. 
Then it follows from (3.12) that 
2Ma+l 
<- a&, . 
Pk‘ 2c 
(3.13) 
For x E %?k we have 
k-1 
P Lx > h,,(T+ c &j,,,, Lx - Lik_,(X) > Ek-,hk-1 
j=l 1 
Lx - L<k-l(X) > * _ 
Ilx-xlk-l(x)II k ’ 
(3.14) 
The use of either part of Lemma 2.2, depending on the sign of the correlation 
between Lx and Lx- L$kPl(x) gives that for A&i 2 1, 
(3.15) 
provided 
Pk < Ak--l/hO < l/P, 
whenever pk > 0. If pk S 0 then (3.15) does not require any such condition. In any 
case, (3.15) holds if 
2Mu+l 
,&<A,_,/A,<l/&, wherepE:=F &k-l. (3.16) 
Note that p$>O. We obtain by (3.11), (3.14) and (3.15) that for any k> 2, 
k-2 k-l 
P max Lx G A,u+ c qiAj, max LX > Aoo+ c EjAj 
xtw:l-, ,=I xtve, j=l 
s N%(&,) & Ai’ e-A”2 exp{-$(hk_, -pkho)2} 
provided (3.16) holds. Finally, (3.10) and (3.17) imply together that 
(3.17) 
SUP LX > hoU+ ; Ej/ij 
XE% j=l I 
(3.18) 
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provided that for all k 2 2, 
A&, F= 1, PE < h-lib< l/P:. (3.19) 
The bound (3.18) together with condition (3.19) is our general inequality to be used 
in the next section. 
Remark 3.1. It is important to mention that the condition A on the set % introduced 
in this section to derive the bound (3.18) introduces no loss of generality in the 
context of this paper. Every time we ‘meet’ a set that does not satisfy this condition, 
we are able to transform it in an appropriate way so that the resulting set will satisfy 
the assumption A. See the proof of Lemma 4.1 for details. 
4. Polynomial entropy case 
The term ‘polynomial entropy’ refers to polynomial growth of the entropy function 
N,(6,, &, F) in E-’ as E J 0 and polynomial decay of the same function in (6, - 6,) 
as this difference goes to zero. In contrast to the exponential-like dependence on 
these parameters, considered in the next section, the polynomial case means that, 
in a sense, there are only ‘few’ points x in % such that ljxll= supytWIIyI[. Thus we 
get relatively ‘light’ tails for the distribution of the SUP,,~ Lx. Compare to Dobric 
et al. (1989) and Talagrand (1988). 
Theorem 4.1. (i) Suppose that for some 0 s CT,, < u, 
N,(6,, 6,, .e)~a~-~(8~-6,)~+N~ (4.1) 
for all g0 c 6, c 6, < u and E > 0, where a, N,, k and m are non-negative constants. 
Then for all h large enough, and some$nite K, 
(4.2) 
(ii) Suppose that for some OG a, s a, for all u z 6 2 uo, and E > 0, 
N,+a,ePklg NG(u-6, E)>~~E~~cY~ (4.3) 
for some k, 2 k 2 0, m 2 0, a, and a, and No being positive constants. Then for all 
A > 0 large enough, and a positive M, 
(Recall that (~=sup,,~llxll.) 
Remark 4.1. Note that we need both upper and lower bounds on the metric entropy 
N& to derive lower bounds for probability tails of the supremum distribution of Lx. 
Remark 4.2. The ‘In term in (4.4) is a nuisance. Note that (4.3) assumes, in a sense, 
less on the fine structure on V than (4.1) does, so it is conceivable, in principle, 
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that this ‘In term can be removed by ‘sharpening’ of the bound (4.3) in the spirit 
of (4.1). We have been unable so far to exploit this idea. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we first prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (e c H satisfies 
N,(E) G aePk + No (4.5) 
for some k> 0, where a and No are non-negative constants. Then there are finite 
constants K, , K2, K,, such that for any A > K,, 
P(~~~L~>I}~N,K,*le-*.‘2~2+aK,iik-’e-*)~2~2. (4.6) 
Moreover, the constants Ki, i = 1, 2, 3, depend only on u and k, and they are bounded 
functions of these parameters as long as (T is bounded away both from zero and infinity, 
and k is bounded away from infinity. 
Proof. Let us assume, additionally, that % satisfies Condition A and that 
&7S jlxlla VXE %. (4.7) 
It is immediately clear from Remark 1.1 that (4.7) involves no loss of generality. 
Of course, removing the set {XE %?: llxll <aa} from % will change, in general, the 
constants K,, i = 1, 2, 3, in (4.6), but it follows immediately from (1.3) and (3.1) 
that these constants still remain bounded as required in the lemma. We will see 
how to drop the assumption of Condition A in the end of the proof. 
We choose the E and A sequences in (3.18) as follows: 
ei := p-‘&l ) A, := pi/2, i=l,2,..., (4.8) 
for some p > 1, A,,> 0 to be specified later. Then condition (3.19) holds whenever 
p 2 [2(2M+ l/u)]“‘, A,> [2(2M + l/o)/p”‘]“‘. (4.9) 
We then have, via (3.18), that 
P sup Lx>Aoa+h;1(p1’2-1)-’ 
1 xtvz I 
(No+ apkAok) 
It is a matter of simple 
p 2 max{64(2kS 
i=2 
x ewi-(p (i--1)‘2-2(2M + l/~r)p-(‘-‘))~/2}. (4.10) 
algebra to check that whenever 
l)‘, [4(2M + l/a)]“‘} (4.11) 
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one can bound the right side of (4.10) by using an appropriate geometric series to 
obtain 
< A,’ e-h /2 i NJ 
[ ( - v% 1 +exp(-$1 1 _ e-‘/2 )I 
+ Ao”-l e-“;/2 
[ ( &P” 1+ pk exp(-b) )I 1-_-l/2 . (4.12) 
Now put 
A:=Aoo+A;1(p1’2-1))1. (4.13) 
We should take A large enough for (4.9) to hold. It is again a matter of simple 
algebra to check that for 
A z2[rr/(~“‘-l)]“~ (4.14) 
the relation (4.13) implies 
A/a-2A-‘(p1’2-1))1~A,~A/cr (4.15) 
with A0 being the biggest root of (4.13). Thus, in order for (4.9) to hold, take 
A ~(T 8(2M+l/a) 1’2 
P l/2 1 +[a(p”2- l)]_“2 (4.16) 
Let now p be equal to the right-hand side of (4.11). It is a matter of simple calculations 
to check that one obtains the constants K, , K2, K3 with required properties by 
substitution of (4.13) and (4.15) into (4.12). To remove the assumption of Condition 
A, w,e use the following simple argument. Given (e c H with aa s j]xlj s u Vx E %, 
set %Y:={y:y=x/](x~~,x#O,x~%‘}.ThenforallA>0, 
Let xi, x2 E %‘, x1 # 0, x2 # 0. Then 
Ilik3ll G Ild-&II + Ilfi-till 
= II;; - ;I1 + I Iblll - llxzll I 
Xl 11x1 II 
3x1-xzll 8 
11x1 II 
“, Ix1 -x211. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
Consequently, for all E > 0, 
N&E) s N&U&). 
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Then condition (4.5) implies the same condition on @ with different constant a. 
But the set @ trivially satisfies assumption A since, on @, L has constant variance. 
Therefore, we can apply (4.6) to @ (with M =0) and get, through (4.17), the 
conclusion of the lemma for %?. Note that this transformation may result in a change 
of constants Ki, i = 1,2,3, but those are still, according to (4.19), bounded functions 
of u and k in the required range. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) For a A>0 set n:=n(h):= [A’(v’-a:)], where [xl:= 
inf{nEN: nix} and a,<a,<cr. Let 
f!?f:=(~~-(n-i)A-~, i=O,l,..., n. (4.20) 
Then 6, = a, and for A large enough, w0 < &, s (T, . Consequently, 
P (4.21) 
Remark 1.1 shows that we may assume without loss of generality that u0 > 0. Denote 
K?:= Kr(k):=max,,,,, Ki(s, k), i = 1, 2, 3. We have by Lemma 4.1, 
forallA>KT,i=1,2 ,..., n.NotethatVi=l,2 ,..., n, 
l/A2 4 -2 
&-6;_,G--G-A 
Si (r 
We conclude from (4.21), (4.22), (4.23) that 
s N,KzA-’ i e- A2/2c5f +aKf(4/(T)mAkp2m-l i e-A2/2fi:. 
i=l II=1 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
To estimate the sum in (4.24), let ui :=I exp{-A2/26f}. Then for i = 1, 2,. . , n - 1, 
Consequently, the sum C := I exp{ -A 2/2S:} can be majorized by the sum of an infinite 
decreasing geometric sequence with the first term exp{-A2/2a2} and q = 
exp{(-1/204}. This proves (4.2) with VZ replaced by %z,. We now appeal to the 
argument of Remark 1.1 to complete the proof of part (i) of the theorem. 
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(ii) The case ks2m follows trivially from Lemma 2.1. Thus consider the case 
k > 2m. For each E, S > 0, there exist n = NG( u - 6, E) points xi, x2,. . . , x,, E % such 
that 
Jlxi)I>u-83 IIXr-xj~/3E~ Vi,j={1,2,. .., n}, i#j (4.25) 
(cf. (3.2)). We have, by the inclusion-exclusion formula, 
.r,,,>A}LP{i~,~Lxi’A} 
3 i P{Lx,>A}-CC P{Lx,>h, Lx,>h}. 
i=l i>, 
(4.26) 
We are now going to tie E and 6 to A in such a way that the second term in (4.26) 
is of a smaller order than the first as A + 00. Then the order of the difference in 
(4.26) will be determined by the first term. Set 
E := uph-‘(ln A)“‘, 6 := ($)A -2, (4.27) 
for some p > 0 to be specified later. (We assume A > 1 to avoid any problems with 
the logarithm.) In the following M denotes a finite positive constant that is allowed 
to change from line to line. We have 
5 P{Lx,>A} 3 Mnh-’ exp{-A2/2(a- 6)2} 
i=l 
= Mnh-’ exp{-A2/(2a2(1 -qAP2))} 
3 Mnh-’ exp{-A2/(2a2(1 -AP2))) 
3 Mnh-’ exp{-A2(1 +2Am2)/2c2} 
= j,,f~k-2m-l@, A)-k/2 e-h*/2a’. (4.28) 
Here the first inequality follows from Lemma 2.1, the third inequality holds for any 
A a&, and the last equality follows from (4.3) and (4.27). 
Consider now the second term in (4.26). For each i, j E { 1,2, . . . , n}, i fj, set 
pi, := corr(Lx,, Lxj) = ll~~‘.~~j,l = 
~(llxil12+ llxjl12-IIxi-xj~12) 
llxill ’ llxjll 
(2~~ - E’) 
Sz 2(a-S)2 = 
1 - ($p2)AP2 ln A ~ 1 - (fp2)A-’ In A 
(1 -;A-2)2 l-A-* ’ 
(4.29) 
Here the first inequality follows from (4.25) and the following equality follows from 
(4.27). Using (4.29) and either part of Lemma 2.2 we get 
P{Lxi>A, Lx,>A}<MA-‘exp{-A2/((r2(1+pti))} 
~MA~1exp{(-(A2/2a2)(1-A-2)(1+~p2A-21nA)} 
s MA-’ exp{-(p*/S(+*) In A} e--h2’2u2 
= MA-L-p=ls& e-A=/2L7Z (4.30) 
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Then for large enough A, 
C C p{Lx. > h Lx_ > ,+} < n2M~P’PP2/gW2 em’2/2u2 
1 7 J 
i>j 
< Mh2k,-p2/8u2-l(ln *j-k, e-A2/2m2. (4.31) 
Here (4.3) was used. Choosing p large enough we obtain by comparing (4.31) and 
(4.28) that the second term in (4.26) is of a smaller order than the first as A *co. 
This proves the second part of the theorem. q 
5. Exponential entropy case 
All the results presented in this section correspond to bounds on metric entropy of 
the sort N,(E)s(~)u e bame, 0< a < 2. These assumptions imply that 0 < (Y( Y?) < 2, 
and they describe a fairly general situation. It could turn out, however, that tighter 
bounds on N%(E) would lead to more exact (asymptotic) bounds on the tail of the 
supremum distribution. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) Suppose, ?Z c H satisjies 
Nq(s)Gaeb’~~+NO, O=scu<2. (5.1) 
Then for every 9 10 there exists finite positive constants K,, K2, K,, K4 (Ki = 
Ki(q u, b, 0), i = 1,2,3) such that for any A > K4 = KJq a, a, b, N,, 6), 
p { ;tt Lx > A} < aK, e--h2~2r2 eK2A2e’/(2+“) + N,K, epA2/2m2 eeA2a’(2+m). (5.2)
Moreover, the constants K,, K2, K3, K4 can be choosen in such a way that they 
are continuous functions of u on (0, W) for allfixed values of a, a, b, No, 0. In addition, 
K4 can be chosen in such a way that it is a non-decreasing function of a, No when 
other parameters are fixed. 
(ii) Suppose, 
N~(~-6,~)~ae~‘~-~‘~e~~-“+N~, O~cr<2. (5.3) 
Then for any t3 > 0, if r is large enough, there is a finite positive constant K = K (0) 
such that for any A > 0, 
P{~~~LxPh)I-Ke-“i/2B2e~p~~h2n/j2il.’). (5.4) 
(iii) Suppose that for some constants a,, a,>O, b,> b,>O, ra0, %:c H satisjes 
the following condition : 
a, eboE-” 2 N&(a- 6, E) 2 a, ePrsm”‘* eblsmm, LY > 0, (5.5) 
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for all O< E, 6 < 1. Suppose also that r is small enough compared to a, CT, b,,, b,. Then 
there are positive constants K,, K2 such that for any A > 0, 
(5.6) 
Remark 5.1. Comparing parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1 we see that we can get a 
better bound when it is known that the entropy of %z_, decreases fast enough as 
6 goes to zero. 
Remark 5.2. The expression ‘r is large enough’ in part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 means 
that there is a jinite function r, = r,,( a, CT, b, 0) such that whenever r > r,, we say that 
r is large enough. Similarly with ‘r is small enough’ in part (iii) of the theorem. 
Remark 5.3. It follows from Borell’s inequality (1.3) that for a %c H with the GB 
property 
(5.7) 
for some finite positive constants K, , K2. Our upper bounds constitute (for 0 s LY < 2) 
a refinement of the bound (5.7). Of course, Borell’s bound (5.7) completes the 
picture by giving an upper bound for a GB-%? c H with LY = 2 - this case is not 
covered by parts (i) and (ii) of our Theorem 5.1. 
Remark 5.4. As in part (ii) of Theorem 4.1, we need both upper and lower bounds 
on the metric entropy N& to derive lower bounds for probability tails in part (iii) 
of Theorem 5.1. 
Remark 5.5. Note that we do not suppose that (Y < 2 in part (iii) of Theorem 5.1. 
This is done in order to include GB-V’s with (Y = 2. For a %c H that does not 
possess the GB-property, by the O-l law for sample path boundedness of Gaussian 
processes, the left-hand side of (5.6) cannot be less than 4, so the claim of part (iii) 
of Theorem 5.1 holds trivially. The case a = 0 is excluded from part (iii) of Theorem 
5.1 only for convenience. In that case the conclusion (5.6) is trivially true if we 
multiply its right-hand side by an extra factor of A-‘. It is important to note that 
the lower bound (5.6) matches the upper bound (5.2) for 0 < (Y < 2, while in the 
case of a GB-set %Y c H with (Y = 2 the lower bound (5.6) matches the upper bound 
of Bore11 (5.7). 
Finally, before proving Theorem 5.1, we give the following corollary which is an 
immediate conclusion of the corresponding parts of Theorem 5.1. 
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Corollary 5.1. (i) Suppose, 
N~((~-_,&)~ae-~-~e~~~~+N~, O<a<2, d>&. 
Then the conclusion of part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 holds for any 0 > 0. 
(ii) If % c H satisjies 
(5.8) 
o,eb’~u~N~(a-6,e)~a,e~S~deblE-U, a>O, O<d<fa, 
then the conclusion of part (iii) of Theorem 5.1 holds for any 0 > 0. 0 
(5.9) 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) We will give a proof based on Borell’s inequality (1.3). 
Alternatively, one can prove (5.2) using inequality (3.18). We may and will assume 
that the set %? satisfies (4.7). See Remark 1.1. 
For cx = 0 the claim of the theorem is trivial since then %’ consists of at most 
a eh + IV,, points. We therefore take O< (Y < 2 throughout the proof. Note that (5.1) 
implies that there is an F,, = EJU, b, IV,, a)>OsuchthatforallO<~~~~,N~(s)~ 
e2bPm”. Let %Yi be a closed subset of Z, and let d( Zi) denote its diameter. Two things 
are clear about the metric entropy function &,(e). First, by (3.2), N%,(E) s N,(is) 
for any E > 0. Second, N,,(E) = 1 for any E 2 d ( Vi). Let x0 be a point of %‘, such 
that cri:=sup{Ilxll: XE Zi}= llx,,ll <a (=sup{llxll: XE %Y). (Observe that (ei must be 
compact, and so such an x0 exists.) We define a new Gaussian process on %i by 
Lx:=Lx-$Lr,, XE q. 
Then {ix, x e Vi} is independent of Lx,, and ix, = 0. Note that for any x, , x2 E gi, 
(5.10) 
This has two implications. First, it shows that I?(F) c N,,(E) for any E > 0. Here 
fi( F) is the metric entropy of the set generated by {Lx, x E Y$} in the Hilbert space 
H. A simple way to think of this is to regard fi(~) as the metric entropy of the set 
VZ equipped with the metric d (x, , x2) := (E( ix, - Lx,)~)“~. Second, taking x2 = x0 
in (5.10) we conclude that Eix2 c d( (ei)2 for every x E (e,. Suppose now that d( %‘i) c 
eO. Then applying (3.1) we obtain 
EsupLxxK 
I 
d(%,I 
(ln(e 
2b(~/2)Y))l/2 de = Cld((ei)l+a/2, (5.11) 
xtY;, 0 
where c, := K(2b) “2 2 1+a’2(2 - a)-‘. Therefore, by Borell’s inequality (1.3) for every 
t > c,d( VZi)lPa”, 
~2exp{-(t-c,d(%“,)‘-*‘~)~/2d((e~)~} 
=S2e -rz/2d(%,)z . ec,rd(‘6,)-‘+“f2 (5.12) 
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Since for every xE %, 
71 
Lx= Lx+% Lx,< ix+ILxol, 
x0 
we conclude that for any A > 4c,d ( S9i)‘-a’2, 
I 
A-4c d(Y: )‘-a/2 
I I 
+2 qho(u)P sup ix>A-u du, (5.13) 
0 ( .xtW, > 
where $. is the density function of Lxo. We observe that, replacing Lx0 with a 
centred Gaussian random variable with a bigger variance, we enlarge stochastically 
the sum ix+ILx,l. Thus, we may assume that llxoll =(~(=sup~,~llxll). We obtain 
by (5.12) and (5.13), 
sma(h -4c,d(%i)‘-a’2)-1 exp{-(A -4c,d(~j)1~m’2)2/2~2} 
I 
A~4c,d(%,)‘ma’2 
+ 2u-‘a7G exp{-[u2/202+(A -u)2/2d(%i)2 
0 
- c,(A - u)d(%‘i)p’p”‘2]} du. (5.14) 
NOW, let 0 > 0. Choose d( %i) = y( f3)AP2’(2+a) for some y( 0) > 0 to be specified later. 
Of course, this requires taking A > K4 = K4( (Y, a, b, No, 0) for some K4 big enough 
to satisfy A >4c,d(%i)‘--a’2 and d(G$)< Ed. For a later need, we will even require 
A > 8c,d(‘%l)‘-“‘2, as well as d( T&e,)* <$a*. Then the first term in the right-hand side 
of (5.14) is bounded by 
2&oAP’ e-h2/2u2 exp{4c,a-2A2”/‘2+“‘y(8)‘“/2), (5.15) 
whereas the second term is bounded by 
&4c,d(% )I--O/* 
2aP’_ d 
I 
exp{-[u2/2a2+ (A - u)‘/4d( G$)‘]} du 
0 
~2a-‘~T(A-44~3d(~i)‘-~‘~) exp{-[ui/2u2+(A -~,)~/4d(%~)~]}, 
where u .+ := A /( 1 + 2d ( Vi)‘a2). Continuing, we bound the second term in the right- 
hand side of (5.14) by 
2aP’mA exp{-ui/2a2} 
s 2aP1mA exp{-A2( l -2d( %i)2ap2)2/2a2} 
(5.16) 
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Choose y( 0) > 0 in such a way that 
max(2fY4y( 0)‘, 4c,am2y( 0)‘--a’2) < 0. 
Then (5.15) and (5.16) imply that for any A > K4, 
Reralling that we can always cover % by &(;d( Zi)) closed sets of diameter at most 
d(%i), (5.17) and (5.1) complete the proof of part (i) of the theorem. It is trivial to 
see that Ki’s, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, can be chosen to have the required properties. 
(ii) We again suppose, without loss of generality, that condition (4.7) holds. Also, 
for (Y = 0 the claim (5.4) is trivially true, and we suppose that 0 < (Y < 2 throughout 
the proof. Fix f3 > 0. For this particular value of 8, and for the particular values of 
(Y and b, a and No from (5.3) the constants K,, KZ, K,, K4 of part (i) are continuous 
functions of u, and thus they are bounded on [a~, a]. Denote by KT, Kz, KT, K: 
their corresponding (finite) maxima on this interval. Consider now any 6 E (0, $a). 
Then via part (i) and the conditions of part (ii) we have that for any h > Kff, 
P 
{ 
sup Lx>A 
XE q-8 I 
~ Kya e-‘a-“l2 e--h2/2c72 eK;h2a/(2+=)+ NoKT e--hZ/2cr2 eoA2=/'2+=) 
(5.18) 
Note also that (4.7) and (5.3) imply that for any 6 > 0, 
N;(o - 6, E) G N,(+E) = N+,($o, $E) < a ee’(3V’4)--‘2 e2ubsm” + No. (5.19) 
Changing the value of b from (5.3) to 2”b, we obtain the constants K, , K2, K3, K, 
of part (i) as other functions of a, but they are still continuous and thus bounded 
on [$a, v]. Denote by KT*, KT*, Kf*, K?* th eir corresponding maxima on this 
interval. We obtain now by (5.2) that for any A > Kz*, 
p 
1 
sup Lx> A ~ KT*a eg(3cT/4)-"':' e-A2/2+s)2 eK;*AZ"'(2+el 
xcw,m, I 
+ NoKT* e-A2/2(PS)2 eeA*a'/(2+"' 
(5.20) 
Let &:= max{KT, KT*}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Th en both inequalities (5.18) and (5.20) 
remain true if we replace KT and KT*, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, by the corresponding Ki. Let 
p > 0 be a number to be specified later. Set 
6 := p~--4/(2+al. (5.21) 
Then 
e 
--ra-U/Z e~2A2c./c2+*l 
=exp{A2"l'2+*'(EZ2-rp-"/2)}. 
exp{-h2/2(a-6)2}~exp{-A2/202(1+6/o)2} 
<e-A2/2u2 exp{_p~2*/'2+"'/a3}m 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
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Suppose we can find p > 0 such that the following two conditions hold. 
I& - rP7/2 G e. (5.24) 
I?2-pjv3c e. (5.25) 
Then substituting (5.22) and (5.23) into (5.18) and (5.20) correspondingly and using 
the obvious relation 
we obtain the claim of part (ii). To complete the proof it is necessary therefore to 
show that whenever r is large enough we can find a p > 0 satisfying both (5.24) and 
(5.25). This is easy. Take any p that satisfies (5.25). Then for r large enough this 
particular value of p satisfies also (5.24). This completes the proof. 
(iii) The idea of the proof is the same as in the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.1. 
We use (4.25) and (4.26), this time with 
E := ap,A~2/(“+2), 6 := ap2A-4/(a+2), (5.26) 
for some pi > 0, p2 > 0 to be specified later. In the following M denotes a finite 
positive constant that is allowed to change from line to line. For A large enough so 
that E and 6 defined in (5.26) fall into the interval (0, a] we have by (5.5), 
= Mnh-’ exp{-A2/2g2(1 -~~h-~‘(“+~))} 
2 MA-’ eXp(b,cT-“p;“A2”/‘2+*) _ ra-a/2p;~/2A2u/(2+a)} 
x exp{-A2/2~2( 1 -P~A-~‘(“+~))}. 
The first inequality here follows from Lemma 2.1. For A large enough we have 
Consequently, we obtain 
n 
c P{Lxi > A} 2 MA-’ e-hz’2rr* 
,=, 
x exp{ A 2a/(2+ol)(b,V-ap;a _ ra~“12p;“/2-~~p,a-2)}. (5.27) 
Consider now the second term in (4.26). For each i, Jo {1,2,. . . , n}, i #j, we 
obtain in the notation of (4.29), 
(2c2- E2) 1 _$;A-4/(a+2) 1 _$p:~p4/(a+2) 
PUG 2(a_6)2 = (1 _p2~~4/(~+2,)2c 1 _2p2~-4/(“+2) 
(5.28) 
14 
for all A 
positive. 
we get 
Thus 
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that are large enough to make both numerator and denominator in (5.28) 
Using (5.28) and either part of Lemma 2.2 (depending on the sign of pV) 
CC P{Lx,>A, LXj>A) 
i>j 
(5.29) 
2 
s MA-’ exp{2bo~~aPTaA2a”2+a’} exp -5 
We are going to compare the exponents in (5.27) and 
restriction 
;pp:-2p*>o 
we obtain 
1 _.+A-4/b+*) 
’ 1 _;pp:A-4/(“+*) ’ I (5.30) 
(5.30). Under the following 
(5.31) 
exp{2b,(T-“p,*A2”‘(2tOL) 1 exp{ -(A2/2a2) ~~?~:r:~::::~] 
exp{A 2a/(2+a)(b,a-ap;a _ r~+2p;a/2_;p20-2)} exp{_A2/202} 
< exp{A2al(2+a) [(2b,- b,)a-"p,* + r~-“‘~p;“‘~+;p,a~* 
- (aP: - 2P2)/2f1211. 
Consequently, if we choose p, and p2 to satisfy 
(ip:-2p2)/2a2> (2bo- b,)f”p,*+ rf”/2p~a/2+~p2f2, (5.32) 
then the second term on the right-hand side of (4.26) is of a smaller order than the 
first as A -+ ~0. Note also that the condition (5.32) implies the condition (5.31). If 
the parameters p1 and p2 satisfy also the following condition 
blaP”p;* > ru 42P;nl*+~p2~~2, (5.33) 
then (5.6) follows. To complete the proof it is necessary to show that if r is small 
enough, one can choose p1 and p2 that satisfy, simultaneously, (5.32) and (5.33). 
Let us start with r = 0. Then the conditions (5.32) and (5.33) can clearly be satisfied 
by taking p2 = 0 and p1 large enough. Let pT be any value that works. Because both 
inequalities are strict, we can increase p2 to a positive value pf that keeps (together 
with p?) both conditions (5.32) and (5.33) true. Then again the strictness of the 
inequalities permits to increase the value of r a little. This completes the proof. 0 
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6. Examples 
We start with examples of Gaussian processes exhibiting polynomial entropy. All 
the examples considered here are common to those in Adler and Samorodnitsky 
(1987), and most are motivated by problems arising from the study of empirical 
processes. Example 6.2 (rectangle indexed pinned Brownian sheet) is given in 
somewhat greater generality than in Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987). The last part 
of this section is devoted to an important example of Gaussian processes with 
exponential metric entropy - Brownian sheet indexed by convex sets in [0, 112. In 
working out the examples, we identify, for simplicity, a Gaussian process with the 
set YZ in Hilbert space that it generates (see Remark 6.1). Thus, for example, the 
statement ‘X(t) belongs to %z’ means simply that the point in %Z corresponding to 
X(t) belongs to %‘i. 
Remark 6.1. To proceed, we digress for a moment to discuss the meaning of ‘the 
set generated by a Gaussian process’, or, in other words, the method of translating 
a Gaussian process to the isonormal case. This is simple. Given a Gaussian process 
X(t) with continuous covariance function R( s, t) on a metric space (T, d), we 
simply take H:= L2(X) and the 5%’ c H generated by the process will be {x E H: 
x = X(t) for some t E T}. Then L is the identity operator, and for x = X(t), y = X(s) 
in Ce we have (~,y)~ = R(t, s), and the whole process of translation becomes a 
simple change of metric: for x = X(t), y = X(s) in %? we have //x/j = [ E(X( t))‘]“‘, 
llyll =MW4)“1”‘, b-~11 =bWW-W~))‘l”‘. 
Remark 6.2. Our examples most frequently are taken from the following two impor- 
tant classes of Gaussian processes: set-indexed Brownian motions and set-indexed 
pinned Brownian sheet. 
A set-indexed Brownian motion is defined as follows. Let Q be any finite measure 
on a measurable space (lF%‘, F). The zero mean Gaussian process W defined on sets 
from IF with covariance E[ W(A) W(B)] = Q(An B) is called the set-indexed 
Brownian motion. Whenever the sets that index W are restricted to [0, I]“, [0, 11” E If 
and the measure Q is a probability measure, the pinned version of W can be 
defined by l@(A) := W(A) - Q(A) W([O, 11”). It has covariance E[ @‘(A) k(B)] = 
Q(A n B) - Q(A)Q(B). This process is called set-indexed pinned Brownian sheet. 
Example 6.1. Let X be a stationary, separable Gaussian process on [0, l] with zero 
mean and covariance function R(t), which for some positive /3 satisfies 
(6.1) 
for all z E [0, r], and a,, a,, r positive constants. Let CJ( t) be a positive, continuous 
monotonically increasing function on [0, l] such that for some a > 0, 
a,lt-SI”~I~(t)--(S)I~a,lt-Sla (6.2) 
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for all t, s E [0, 11, and u2, a3 positive constants. Define now a scaled version of X 
via 
Y(t) := u( t)x( t), t E [O, 11. (6.3) 
We show that for all sufficiently large A, and suitable finite, positive C, and Cz, 
c2*-1 e-Av2u2(1) s p I sup y(t) > * < c,h-’ e-~v2-*o) rtIo.'l I 
ifpzcu>O, and 
C2h~l-2/a+2/P(ln h)yllP e-Av2uz(l) 
< p 1 sup y(t) > * < c,A-‘-21~+w3 e-A*/2a’) rt[o,'l I (6.5) 
if 0 < 0 < (Y. 
We commence by noting that for any a(O) s 6, G &s o(l), 
%?;I n %?;* = { Y(t): t E [O, 11, 6, < a(t) 52 6,). 
Then (6.2) implies that %z, n ‘%‘& = { Y(t): t E J(6,, 6,)}, where J(6,, 6,) is a sub- 
interval of [0, l] of length between ai”*(s,- 8r)r’O and ~,““(6~- 8l)1’a. Further- 
more, for s, t E [0, 11, 
II y(t) - YWl12= Et y(t) - Y(s))’ 
=[a(t)--cT(s)12+2~(t)(T(S)(1-R(lt-SI)). (6.6) 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that $a( 1) < 6, < a2 G a( 1). Then (6.6) implies 
that for any s, t E J(6,, 6,) with 1s - tI < 7, 
(a:+2a(1)2a~)“2~t-s~Y~~~Y(t)- Y(s)11 
~(a:+2~(1)2a:)“21t-slY. (6.7) 
where y =min(c.~,$P). Dividing J(&, 6,) into subintervals of length of order E”‘, 
we therefore conclude that 
const. (E52-81)“a~P1’Y~ N,(S,, S,, e) 
sconst. (S2-6,)1’*~~1’y+l. 
Thus (6.4) and (6.5) follow from Theorem 4.1. 
(6.8) 
Example 6.2. Let [w, be the set of all n-intervals of the form [s, t] = ny=, [si, t;] 
contained in [0, 11”. We consider the pinned Brownian sheet indexed by the sets in 
R, with covariance function given in Remark 6.2. The probability measure Q is 
assumed to have one-dimensional marginals uniform on [0, 11, which may be shown 
to introduce no real loss of generality. 
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We prove that for all A large enough, 
P sup L@(A) > h s C,h2(2n-” ep2h2 1 
for some positive constant C,. Furthermore, we also obtain the following lower 
bound: 
P 
1 
sup k(A)> A 2 C2A2(2n-‘)(ln A)-” ee2”’ 
AER,, I 
(6.10) 
(C, is a positive constant) for all A large enough, if the measure Q satisfies a certain 
non-degeneracy condition implying, in a certain sense, that it is a ‘proper’ n- 
dimensional measure. 
The condition we assume may be compared to the non-degeneracy conditions 
adopted in Adler and Brown (1986), Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.2, who obtain 
corresponding bounds (but without the In term in (6.10)) for the index set [0, t], 
tE [O, 11”. 
Non-degeneracy condition: There exist points t(‘) < z(‘) in (0, l)“, /3 > 0 and neigh- 
bourhoods N, and N2 of z(l) and z(‘) respectively, such that: 
(1) Q([z”‘, z(2q) =& 
(2) For all x(l), y(l) E N,, xC2), yC2) E N2 such that X(I) < xC2), y(l) < yC2’, 
QOx”‘, d2)] .A [y”‘, y(‘)]) 2 p max {max(lxl” - y$“l, 1x$‘) - yj2’1}. (6.11) 
i=l,....n 
A sufficient condition for (2) to hold is the following: for some E > 0, Q possesses 
a density in [z(l)- E + 1, zc2’ + E. l] which is bounded away from zero. 
We start with the upper bound. To use Theorem 4.1(i) we need an upper bound 
on J%(&, a2, E). The bound we need was essentially derived in Adler & 
Samorodnitsky (1987), Example 3.2, so we give here only the main points. Clearly, 
for OG6,<6,G& 
%‘i,n%&= l@(A):A=fi [xi,yi],6fsQ(A)-Q2(A)s6: 
I i=* I 
‘I(A): A= fi [X;,yi],AEJbt)fi,uJ~)fi, 
i=l 
where 
In the following we shall assume, whenever needed, that 6, and s2 are sufficiently 
close to 4. This introduces no loss of generality. For each E > 0 define WI = [4n/e2] 
and consider the lattice consisting of the points t = (t,, t2, . . . , t,) of the form 
ti:=j(i)e2/4n, j(i):=O, 1,2,. . . , m, or ti = 1, 
i=l,2 ,..., n. (6.12) 
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The set a( 6,) &, E) is defined as follows: 
d(% > 62, &I := as, tl E J& 2 :s, t belong to the lattice (6.12)). 
(We consider, in detail, the entropy of l@(A), A E J(s’&,. The entropy induced by 
J!&, is clearly of the same order.) Then straighforward algebra shows that at least 
for E satisfying E s const. (& - 8r )I’*, for each A E Jg18, there exists a B E a( 6,) S2, E) 
such that Q(A LI B) s $E*. (Recall that Q has uniform marginals.) Then 
II *(A) - @@II’= Q(A A B) -[Q(A) - O(Wl’ 
c Q(A D B) s GE’. (6.13) 
To get the upper bound on N%(6,, 6,, E), we need only a subset of the sets in 
&(6,, a,, E) to approximate the sets from J’8,f6,. More precisely, fix any s = 
(s l,SZ,..., s,) belonging to the lattice (6.12). Fix also any t, > si, i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 1, 
of the form described in (6.12). We now choose t,. Take first as t, the smallest point 
permitted by (6.12) such that t, > s, and [s, t] E &(6,, tS2, E) (ifthere is such a point). 
Denote this value by t’,” and the corresponding t by t(l). Take as the next value of 
t, the smallest value permitted by (6.12) such that: 
(1) t,> t’,“, 
(2) is, tlE~(h, 62, &), 
(3) Q([s, t]) - o([s, r(r)]) S;e2. 
Denote this value of t, by t’,” and the corresponding t by t(*). We choose again ty’ 
according to the same three rules, comparing this time, of course, with t(*) and not 
t(l), and so on. Continue until we are unable to find the next value oft,, then choose 
any new possible combination of sr , s2, . . . , %I, tl, t2,. . . , t,_, and start again looking 
for t,. This process clearly constitutes a selection of sets from &(6,, S2, E). Note 
that for any set B from -Qe(6r, S2, E) that was not chosen, there is a set D from 
&(S,, CT,, E) that was chosen, such that Q(B A D) <$E*. Then (6.13) implies that 
for each A E J’8,1,, there is D that was chosen, such that 1) W(A) - W(D)ll’ s E*. It 
remains to count the sets from d(S,, a2, E) that were chosen. The length of the 
interval (4 - (a- 8$“*, 4 - (i - 8:)“‘) is not greater than v?( S2 - S,)“*. Thus, accord- 
ing to rule (3) for choosing t,, for any given values of s,, s2,. . . , s,, t,, t2,. . . , t,_, 
we can choose at most 2fi(6, - 6,)1’2~p2+ 1 different values of t,. Making all 
possible combinations of the values of sr, s2, . . . , s,, t,, t2,. . . , t,_1 permitted by 
(6.12) we get 
Nw(S,, &, e) G const. eP4”(S2- S,)“*+const. E-~~+*. (6.14) 
Clearly the bounds in Theorem 4.1(i) are additive in N,(6,, a2, E). Thus applying 
Theorem 4.1(i) to both terms of (6.14) we get (6.9). 
We now turn to the lower bounds. We may assume without loss of generality that 
the neighbourhoods N, and N2 are of the form of hypercubes 
N, = [z(r)- 7. 1, z”)+ 7. I], N2=[z(*)-~. l,z’*‘+~. 11, 
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for some 7>0, l=(l, l,..., 1) and that N2 strictly dominates N,, i.e. for every 
X(i)E N 
1, 
X(2)E N 
2, 
X(1)<X(2) 
. It follows from the previous discussion that 
k(A): A= fi [xi,yl]: AEJ(S) 
i=l 
where 
We find a lower bound for the maximal number of the sets of the kind [xc’), ~(~‘1 E
J(6) such that x(‘)E N,, xc2) E N2 and such that the measure of the symmetric 
difference of any two of them is greater than 2~~. This will serve as a lower bound 
for Ni(a - 8, E) as follows from the following simple algebra. 
E(l@(A)-k(B))2=Q(A~B)-(Q(A)-Q(B))2 
if we choose r small enough. Suppose first that the point x(l) E N, is fixed and equal 
to z(l). We count the number of rectangles we can get by moving xc2). Fix I> 0 to 
be specified later and consider points x(‘) = (x(,z), . . . , x(n2)) of the form 
~j~‘=z1~‘+3p-‘~~Z(i), Z(i)=O,1,2 ,..., [lsP2], i-l,2 ,..., n-l. (6.15) 
For every choice of x’,2), . . . , x:1, by (6.15) denote xc2) = (xy), . . (2) . , X,-l 7 Z” (2)), and 
7; = Q([z’l’, A(2) x I). Then ‘< 2. &~$+3p-‘l. It is easy to check that whenever 
z’,“-(&~)-[~(1-8)]1’2~x(,2)~z(,z)-(&~)+[~(I-s)]1’2, (6.16) 
the rectangle [z(l), x”‘] belongs to J(S). Take now I and 6 small enough for xc2) as 
defined by (6.15) and (6.16) to be in N2. Dividing the interval (6.16) into sub-intervals 
of length 3pP’e2 we obtain const. ~~~8”~ possible choices of xp’. Clearly, the 
number of possible choices of (x(12), . . . , x’,‘l,) by (6.15) is const. eP2(n-‘). Thus, 
moving xc2) only, we can get at least const. ~~~“8”~, so that NG(o- 6, &) 2 
const. ~~~~8’~~. Clearly, moving the point x(‘) in the same way over N, , gives us an 
additional factor of E-~“. Thus 
N~(u - 6, E) 3 const. ~~~“8”~ 
and (6.10) follows by Theorem 4.l(ii) with k=4n, rn =& 
Example 6.3. Let B2 be the set of all intersections of the unit square with half-planes, 
and let Q be Lebesgue measure on the unit square. For the pinned Brownian sheet 
indexed by sets form gaz we have 
C,(ln A))2h2 eP2*’ (6.17) 
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The upper bound for the entropy was essentially obtained in Example 3.3 of 
Adler and Samorodnitsky (1987), and it is 
N,(6,, Sz, s)<const. e-4(6,-&)“2+const. 
Thus the second part of (6.17) follows from Theorem 4.1(i) with k = 4, m = 4. For 
the lower bound, let I, = {(x, y): 0.25 s x < 0.75, y = l}. For E > 0 consider all points 
. . . 3 [1/64~~1, y=l. (6.18) 
(x, y) E I, of the form 
x=0.25+32s2K, K =O, 1, 
For any (x, y) satisfying (6.18) let 
12(x):={(s,t): l-2(6(1-6) )“2-xx~sl+2(6(1-6))1’2-x, t=0}. 
It is easy to check that for any plane connecting a point (x, y) from I, with a point 
from 12(x), the corresponding A E g2 is such that @(A) E %?z-8. Choose 6 small 
enough so that (6(1-S)) “2s&. Now consider the points from 12(x) of the form 
~=1-2(6(1-6))“~-~+32s~~, Z=0,1,...,[(6(1-6))“2/8e2], 
(6.19) 
t = 0. 
Consider the collection of all sets from B2 that correspond to planes connecting 
points of the form (6.18) with points (6.19) from the corresponding 12(x). Clearly, 
there are at least (a(1 - S))“‘(512s”)-’ such sets. For every two of them, say, A and 
B, Q(A n B) 3 16~~. Consequently, 
E(ti(A)-Fi’(B))2=Q(AH)-(Q(A)-Q(B))2 
Consequently, 
2 Q(A LI I?)( 1 - Q(A LI B)) 
a Q(A D B)Q(An B) a ($16~~ = 3~~. 
IV&(a-6, .s)*(s(l -S))“‘(512e”)-’ 
and we get the first part of (6.17) by Theorem 4.l(ii) with k = 4, m =$. 
Example 6.4. Here we consider the regular Brownian sheet indexed by convex sets 
in [0, l]‘, i.e., a Gaussian process that satisfies EW(A) = 0, EW(A) W(B) = 
h2(A n B) for any convex subsets A and B of the unit square. Here A2 denotes the 
Lebesgue measure in R2. Corresponding processes indexed by convex sets in higher 
dimensions are a.s. unbounded, and in the one-dimensional case the corresponding 
process just gives the increments of the classical Brownian motion on [0, l] - this 
last process is a polynimial one and good bounds on the supremum distribution 
are easy. This restricts us here to the two-dimensional case. 
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Let us denote by U(n), UT(n), U;(n), U:(n), the collection of all convex sets 
in [O, l]“, the collection of all convex sets in [O, 11” whose measure is equal to r, 
the collection of all convex sets in [O, 11” whose measure is less or equal to 7 and 
the collection of all convex sets in [0, 11” whose measure is greater or equal to T 
accordingly. Let also S’(n), (e&n), Q/z(n), %?~~/2(n) be the sets generated by 
Brownian sheets indexed by sets from U(n), UT(n), U;(n), U:(n) correspondingly. 
Dudley (1974) shows that 
a, eblE ~i”~“< jXJw(nj(~) s a2 ebz” -(“-“+ No (6.20) 
for some positive constants a,, u2, b,, bz, No. Thus a(%(n))=n-1. This shows 
that %(n) is not GB if n > 3. It is not GB when n = 3 either as shown in Dudley 
(1984). Considering the case n = 2 we will suppress the index n (=2) in U’s and 
Vs. We will prove that for some cr , c2, d, , d2 > 0 for al1 h > 0, 
d, e-“j2’ eclA2ia 6 P sup W(A) > A 
AEUJ 
~ d2 e-A2/2r c A=13 
e2 , O<r-cI, 
d, e-h2/2’ eC,h2’” sP 
1 
sup W(A)>A 
AtU, 1 
6 d, e-h2/2r e+2’3, 
O<T<l, 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
We start with (6.21). Note that (e>/~ is a subset of %. Consequently, by (3.2) we obtain 
N,( F, E)S N,(&)Sa,e %E-+ .+ &&, (6.24) 
where we have used (6.20). Theorem 5.1(i) and (6.24) now imply the upper bound. 
The lower bound will follow from the lower bound in (6.22). 
Now, the upper bound in (6.22) follows from the upper bound in (6.21). To get 
the lower bound, it would be sufficient to show that 
A$& E) 2 a7 e+-’ (6.25) 
for some a,, b,>O. Then the lower bound will follow from Theorem S.l(iii). To 
simplify the notation we will prove the following statement, which is equivalent to 
(6.25): 
N&E) 2 ~1, eb=‘-“*. (6.26) 
The entropy in (6.26) is the entropy that corresponds to the (pseudo) metric of 
symmetric difference. The proof of (6.26) is based on the following lemmas. 
Lemma 6.1. For any O< T, < r2 -C 1, any E > 0, 
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Proof. Let NUT2(2~72/~I) = n. Then (3.2) implies that M,,2(2~~2/~1) 2 n, i.e. there 
are A,, A*,..., A,, E U,, such that for all i #j, A2(Ai LI A,) 2 ~ET*/T~. 
Let T: [0, 112+ [0, 11’ be defined as follows: for every (x, y) E [0, 112, 
T(x,y):= (+,$+(x-&y-;) . (.r,/~,)“~. 
Then for any i = 1, 2,. . . , n, A,( T(A,)) = (7,/~~) T(A,) = TV. T(A,) is a convex 
set because A, is convex and T is affine. Consequently, T(A,) E U,, for all 
i=l, 2,..., n. We have also for any i # j, h2( T(A,) LI T(A,)) = h2( T(A, LI Aj)) = 
(Ti/Tz)Az(Ai D Aj)>2~. Consequently, MU,,(2.5) 2 n. Then (3.2) implies that 
P&,(s) 3 n. 0 
Lemma6.2. Forany0~~61, .e>O, 
[(l-T)/&1 
N,;(2&) =G c NU,_,,(E). (6.28) 
i=O 
Proof. Write NN,_,,(e) = ni, i=O, 1,. . . , [(l -T)/E]. Let {A’,“, A:‘, . . . , A(,,)} be 
the corresponding a-net in Ui_i,. It is enough to prove that d = {A’,“, 
A(‘) . , A[(l-d/d} f. rms a 2e-net in U:. For any BE .!I: there is an i E 
{of i,‘.‘. . , [(?-‘:‘~)E]} such that 
1-(i+l)a<A2(B)c1-is. (6.29) 
Enlarge B while maintaining its convexity to obtain a DE U,_i, such that BE D. 
Then by (6.29) we obtain A,( B D D) = A2( D) - A2( B) s F. There is a j E { 1,2, . . . , ni} 
such that A2(D a Al”) G E. Consequently, A2( B LI Aji’) =Z 2.5 and thus d is a 2&-net 
in UT. 0 
We now return to the proof of the lower bound in (6.22). It follows from the 
proof of Dudley (1974) that (6.20) remains true (perhaps with other constants a,, 
a2,b,,b2,N,)if~(n)isreplacedby~f~~(n)foranyO~~~1.Thus,foranyO~T~1, 
N,:(E) 2 L?, eh^T”m”2, (6.30) 
for some positive constants z,, &. For fixed 7 we obtain by Lemma 6.2, 
for all E > 0. Consequently, for each 8 > 0 there is an i* E (0, 1, . . . , [( 1 - T)/E]} such 
that 
N (6.31) 
whenever O< F < 1. Rewrite now (6.27) as 
NL&(T~/Q)) 2 N+). (6.32) 
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For T and i* as in (6.30) and (6.31) set in (6.32) r1 = T, TV = 1 - i*.s. Then we have 
Furthermore, we can set i” = 0 here to obtain 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
from which (6.26) follows. 
The proof of (6.23) follows directly from (6.20) and Theorem 5.1(i). 
Remark 6.3. Attempts to obtain a lower bound in (6.23) (sharper than the one 
provided by (6.21)) were unsuccessful. The best we were able to do was to prove 
that for any m 3 2, 
Nap_, ~ e~,,,~*~(“‘~‘)/(2”1+I) e4~~~*(m~l)/(z,,,+l) 
(6.35) 
for some positive constants r,,,, b,. However, we were not able to prove that r, is 
small enough in order to use Theorem S.l(iii). 
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